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ТЕОРЕТИЧНЕ ОМИСЛЕНЯ ПРИРОДИ Й СТРУКТРИ ЛЕКСИКО-СЕМАНТИЧНОГО 

ПОЛЯ В СУЧАСНИХ МОВОЗНАВЧИХ ДОСЛІДЖЕННЯХ 

Прокопович Л С., Бопко І.З.  

 

The theory of lexical - semantic field as a paradigmatic phenomenon has been theoretically 

substantiated in the article; the scientists’ views of on this issue have been analysed; a generalized 

review of the history of the nature and structure of the field theoretical comprehension has been 

conducted. Discussion issues of modern field theory have been distinguished - the main features and 

structure of LSF. Modern types of classifications have been considered, those based on the 

relationship types and on the relationships between the field components. Particular attention has 

been paid to the issue of the nucleus and the periphery of the word in the field structure. 

Key words: lexical and semantic field, distribution, morphosemantic field, syntagmatic field, 
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associative field, core, periphery. 

 

У статті теоретично обґрунтовано теорію лексико-семантичного поля як 

парадигматичного явища; проаналізовано погляди вчених на цю проблему;здійснено 

узагальнювальний погляд на історію теоретичного осмислення природи й структури поля. 

Виокремлено дискусійні питання сучасної теорії пол я – основні ознаки й структуру ЛСП. 

Розглянуто сучасні типи класифікацій, як на основі типів відношень так і на основі зв’язків 

між компонентами поля. Особливу увагу приділено проблемі ядерності та периферійності 

слова в структурі поля.  

Ключові слова: лексико-семантичне поле, дистрибуція, морфосемантичне, 

синтагматичне, асоціативне поле, ядро, периферія. 

 

It is known that the systematicity of the vocabulary of the modern language is manifested in 

all its elements: in the organization of thematic lexical groups, in the structure of the polisemantic 

word with its separate lexical and semantic variants (LSV) and links with other elements of the 

lexical structure - synonymic groups, antonymic pairs, etc. ”[19, 24]. 

The task of the researcher is to identify, organize and describe this system. From this 

viewpoint, one of the most productive today is the field structuring technique.To partial linguistic 

methods belong: the method of semantic and stylistic analysis, the method of comparison, 

quantitative and statistical method. 

The necessity, stimulated by the advancement and development of the concept of "inner 

form of language" (suggested by W. Humboldt) and the works of German linguists (J. Trier, G. 

Ipsen, A. Jolles, W. Porzig, W. Wartburg) concerning the development of the concept of “semantic 

field”, to develop general principles of word meanings classification.Based on the basic tenet of W. 

Humboldt's theory, J. Trier substantiated the method of semantic field (SF) as a method of 

generalizing relations in the vocabulary. The concepts existing in the language he systematizes by 

into more or less closed groups ("blocks"), within each of them the concept (meaning) exists only 

because of its correlation with other concepts (meanings). The loss of a certain concept or its 

transformation causes the restructuring of the relations between the components of the group. In 

addition, J. Trier argued that the so-called lexical and conceptual "gaps" can only be traced when 

comparing the language with another one, since each language in its own way, represents and 

reflects the world. The semantic fields are hierarchically interrelated. The set of all fields comprises 

the lexical-semantic system of language. 

The ideas, formulated in the writings of J. Trier, stimulated the activation of the studies of the 

lexical system of language. [23]. They removed restrictions concerning the words, that belong only 

to one field and cover material exclusively registered entities (L. Weisgerber, O. Ducháček, W. 

Porzig); also denied the thesis about the hermetic nature of the field (A. Jolles), the importance of 

context in determining the meaning of the field constituents has been emphasised (K. Reuning). 

J. Trier's theoretical ideas received productive development in the works of W. Porzig, who 

characterized this type of vocabulary grouping through the defining types of relationships that arise 

due to the systematic combinability of words in the process of language functioning. Besides, W. 

Porzig motivates the expediency of the semantic field modelling, taking into account the semantic 

relations of different parts of the language, including verbs and nouns, adjectives, etc. The extension 

of this idea in the works H.S. Shchur, who considers it expedient it in one semantic field to 

"consider [...] the union of lexemes on the basis of a common differential feature, that represents 

interclass relations of the type червоний – червоніти – червоно» [27]. 

Among the theoretical substantiations of the field as a paradigmatic phenomenon, the concept 

of E. Coșeriu deserves attention. The scientist defines a lexical (or verbal) field as a set of lexemes, 

combined by a common lexical entity and opposing the minimal differences of that entity. He 

recognizes the existence of conceptual and associative fields alongside with the lexical ones. 

Associative fields are different from lexical ones because they are centrifugal, while lexical fields 
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are centripetal in nature. 

An important stage of deepening the theory and developing techniques for practical 

systematization of vocabulary by the method of field structuring are represented in the works of V. 

Vynohradov, F. Filin, Yu. Apresian, H. Shchur, V. Hak, A. Ufimtseva, Yu. Karaulov,F. Zhylko, A. 

Buriachok, V.Rusanivskyi, L.Lysychenko, O.Bondar, L.Pustovit,V. Diatchuk L. Savchenko O. 

Malenko L. Mialkovska etc. Thus, the basis of the theoretical substantiation of the field in the works 

of F. Filin, is the oppositeness of lexical and semantic and thematic groups, built on the similarity / 

dissimilarity of semantic relations of words or extralinguistic ties between objects, phenomena of 

reality [25]. This gives reason to assign to a semantic field (as a lexical union with homogeneous, 

correlative meanings) synonyms, antonyms, and other groups of words, bound by semantic 

relations. 

Yu. Apresyan connects the concept of semantic field with distributive meaning and 

frequency models. Under the term distribution, the scientist understands the structural model of 

words, used in a particular meaning, and the word combinability in this meaning.According to his 

viewpoint, structural models and combinability formulae "have certain typical meanings", 

and therefore allow to stratify the language vocabulary objectively into certain semantic 

homogeneous groups (semantic fields) [2]. 

H. Shchur defined the field as a model of systematization of language lexical units 

with common invariant features [27]. 

Generalizing the properties of the semantic field, defined in modern linguistic literature, Yu. 

Karaulov focuses on the orderliness of the field elements and their relationships. This gives the 

scientist reasons to state the autonomy of the semantic field, which is determined by its integrity and 

fundamental isolation [12].The author also emphasizes that the lexical and semantic field is a 

capacious concept that syncretises the main problems of lexicology (synonymy, antonymy, 

polysemy, hyper-hyponymy and partonymy), terminologizes the problem of word and concept 

correlation. 

Aim of the article – theoretical comprehension of the nature and structure of the lexical and 

semanticfield in modern linguistic research. 

In the course of the research the following methods have been used: descriptive analysis, 

generalization, systematization in the processing of scientific literature and dissertations to 

determine the state of development of the problem under study as well as the comparative analysis 

of different authors' approaches. 

In modern Ukrainian linguostylistics, the field is interpreted as "a set of linguistic units, 

predominantly lexical, united by a common sense, by a single concept, by the functional similarity 

of marked phenomena" [24]. Since the semantic field can combine words (different parts of speech) 

with at least one common meaning concerning the headword, its structure should be considered 

taking into account semantic differential features and oppositions (L. Lysychenko, N. Bobukh, L. 

Savchenko, O. Rud). 

Lysychenko L. characterizes lexical and semantic field "as a collection of words and 

meanings that cover a certain segment of reality". It is a large grouping of LSV that are related to a 

single segment of reality and belong to different parts of speech [14]. 

A generalized look at the history of theoretical comprehension of the nature and structure of 

the field suggests that the corresponding issues were initially developed in two directions: a) 

extralinguistic - in the perspective of investigation of conceptual fields, conceptual language content 

for revealing of the native speakers’ spiritual world and national character originality (L. 

Weisgerber, J. Trier). The classification of units in this case implies a logical type of word grouping, 

because it reflects the epistemic logic of the world; b) linguistic, which consisted in the study of the 

vocabulary composition of the language in different lexical and semantic groups, synonyms (G. 

Ipsen, W. Portzig, A. Jolles, K. Reuning, Yu. Apresyan, A. Kuznetsov, A. Ufimtseva). 

The modelling in this case is carried out not by conceptual, but by linguistic parameter, since 

the semantics of the word is entirely caused by the relations formed within the oppositions of the 
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word by other components of the same field (I.  Kobozieva,Ye.Komarov, L.Nyzhehorodtseva-

Kyrychenko).  

Therefore, modern researchers emphasize that the study of lexical fields with the usage of 

only logical or only linguistic approach - is unproductive in terms of understanding the language as 

a holistic system, the structure and functions of which are determined by the dynamic set of factors 

of lingual (reflecting immanent linguistic regularities) and extra-lingual (due to the objective nature 

of reality, which is reflected in language). 

Nowadays, the field method is recognized as one of the most productive for the systematic 

representation of units of different language levels - phonetic, lexical and phraseological, syntactic, 

semantic. 

The advancedtheoretical division of fieldsadequately correlates with such assumption: in 

addition to the already mentioned lexical ones, researchers "distinguish grammatical, 

morphosemantic, syntagmatic, as well as associative fields, formed by combining word-associates 

around a word-stimulus"[12, 131].At the same time, the usage of the field methodis becoming more 

and more relevant for the inter-level, functional study of linguistic phenomena, which leads to the 

isolation of functional and semantic fields (M.Hukhman, O.Bondarko,M.Vsevolodova) 

In particular, O. Bondarko defines the functional and semantic field as a binary unity formed 

by grammatical (morphological and syntactic) means of language together with lexical, lexical and 

grammatical and word-forming elements that interact with them and belong to the same semantic 

zone. The main features of the functional-semantic field, according to the researcher, are: 1) the 

presence of common invariant semantic functions in the elements that form this group; 2) interaction 

of both homogeneous and heterogeneous elements, including grammatical and lexical ones; 3) a 

structure in which the “center (core) – periphery” members play a decisive role, the gradual 

transitions between the components of this grouping and other groupings, partial overlaps, common 

segments, systemicboundaries. 

The main features and structure of LSF are among the discussion issues of modern field 

theory. 

In Ukrainian linguisticsthe term “field” denotes complex functional systemic and structural 

formation of the lexical and semantic level, represented by a set of linguistic (mainly lexical) units, 

united by content (sometimes on the basis of formal indicators) and reflecting conceptual, 

presentational orfunctional similarity of the marked phenomena.The semantic paradigmatic 

relationships do not only shape its structure (I. Kobozieva, F. Filin), but also the semantic specificity 

of its various structural levels, the semantic accents of a wordgroup, the prevalence of certain 

meanings can be find out the on basis of its analysis, due to the fact that LSF is a semantic 

description made according to a special scheme (M. Nikitin, L. Novikov, Yu. Stepanov, H. 

Ufimtseva). The important here is the concept of integrated (combining) and (differential) 

distinguishing features (M. Kronhauz). 

Semantic Field (SF) is the most voluminous onomasiological and semasiological 

hierarchically organized grouping of lexemes that are systematizedaccording to one generic meaning 

and represent a particular semantic sphere. Onomasiological interpretation of the field is based on 

the generic seme (hypersemic)presence in its structure, which denotes the class of objects. 

Semasiological characteristic of a field is that its components are correlatedaccording to the integral-

differential features.This allows to combine and differentiate them in the boundaries of one semantic 

field. 

An important question of LSF theory is the relation between the components of the field, 

predetermined by its parameterization as a complete microsystem.The basis of the relations in the 

semantic field are lexical meanings of words. Relationships between elements of a field are shown 

as the relation of identity (sameness) and differentiation (difference or contrast). These relations are 

realized taking into account the smallest and indivisible (elementary) lexical values (semantic 

differential features), the latter being the basic concepts in the analysis of the lexical-semantic level 

elements and units. 
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There are four main types of relations (oppositions) have been marked in modern research (L. 

Novikov, L. Vasyliev, Yu. Karaulov, L. Lysychenko, L. Savchenko, L. Kravets, Zh. Marfina, I. 

Hotsynets): zero (full identity correlation), privative (inclusion correlation; form the structural 

framework of any system), equipolent (over lapping correlation), disjunctive (difference 

correlation). They provide the formation of field lexical and semantic structures (Yu. Karaulov).This 

thesis logically extends V. Vinogradov's view that "notional phenomena in language form internally 

connected series based on a common element or feature andprimarily correlate within the 

boundaries of these series.These rows [..] are members of higher level rows [..], not only correlated 

but also interconnected and interdependent» [8]. 

The scientists identify the following types of relationships between field components 

according to another type of classification: 1) hyper-hyponymy (successive inclusion of some 

generic paradigms into the other ones: колір червоний); 2) overlapping (words have common 

and differential semes); 3) synonymy; 4) draduation (synonyms are called different degrees of 

notion designation: холодний  прохолодний  теплий  гарячий); 5) partitive 

connection(the correlation of the part and the whole, e.g.: рука  кисть  палець) ;6)  

antonymy; 7) conversibility (word pairs that  character ise the same situat ion from 

opposite perspect ives:купувати  продавати) ;8) incompatibility (existing between 

cohyponyms having the common hyperonym:блакитний  червоний  зелений .The 

worddenotata do not overlap; their significatum have a common part – the set of features that form 

the signifier of the common hyperonym); 9) agency (the doer of the action: купувати   

покупець) (I. Kobozieva, Ye. Komarov) 

The peculiar attention to the type of relations between the components of the field is 

explained by the fact that they are important for determining its structure: center (field name), core 

(most informative part of the field), juxtaposition zone and peripheral zone (near and far, which 

differ in the degree of distance from the core). The units with the most abstract meaning are the field 

name and core. According to L. Lysychenko, the coreis represented by a set of lexical and semantic 

variants that "most fully express the essence of the field" [15]. 

The periphery, on the contrary, is formed by lexemes, more distant from the field name, such 

as occasional, figurative linguistic and aesthetic modifications, which can enter into other semantic 

fields and compile "systemic boundaries" (V. Hak’s term) with certain semanticsigns. Synonymic 

and antonymic rows create their own microfields within the SF. 

Cf. also the opinion of A. Antomonov, who states that the core of the SF contains elements 

that associatively correlate only with the elements of this field, and the periphery of one field may 

be the core or even the name of another field [1]. 

The core or periphery of a word in the structure of a field can determine the complexity of its 

semantic structure: "the smaller the number of semes in a sememe, the more abstract and closer to 

the nucleusit is" [19]. The core lexeme often serve as an identifier in dictionary definitions. 

Many scholars believe ( M. Kocherhan, V. Levytskyi, Yu. Karaulov) that the status of core // 

periphery of lexeme within a certain LSF can be stated by the frequency of its usage. Cf.: "The 

frequency criterion should be considered as the main criterion for determining the location of a 

lexical unit in a lexical and semantic group" [19]. That is, the core of the LSF is the most commonly 

used (most frequent) and the most informative words that are bearers of the basic meanings. 

The periphery of the lexical microsystem is also not homogeneous and is subdivided into the 

zones of the near, far, and extreme periphery. 

The near periphery includes unambiguous elements that are almost not dependent of the 

context; the far periphery is formed by non-frequent, ambiguous, semantically context-dependent 

words, which usually have one functional seme and are characterized by narrower differential 

features; the extreme periphery includes components with extremely low frequency and significantly 

context-dependent. According to the core archiseme, such lexeme belongs to another field, but due 

to the peripheral seme is included intothis field. Thus, the peripheral components have much weaker 

semantic links than the core components and, when located at the boundaries of different semantic 
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fields, may find different correlations with them. 

In the overlapping of different fields, common segments are formed, as well as the chains of 

gradual transitions between the core and the periphery, which are in constant dynamics and 

interaction. 

The systematic nature of vocabulary is manifested in the connection of words that form 

different semantic subsystems. According to the correlation feature of lexemes with extra-lingual 

reality, these subsystems are differentiated into thematic groups (TG),which are divided into 

subgroups, microgroups, and individual nominations of this or that objects, and according to the 

nature of the relationship between the lexical units themselves – into LSGs (synonyms, antonyms, 

hyper-hyponomic constructs, etc.) [6]. 

V. Levytskyi investigated the regularities of establishing and detecting structural and 

semantic relations within the lexical microsystems. Heincluded semantic fields, LSG, synonyms, 

antonyms, thematic groups, associative fields, hyponymic groups into systemic vocabulary units. 

The scientist emphasizes the extralinguistic factors of the formation of the following 

units:"the environmental relations are projected "vertically "on a lexical system, dividing it into 

interconnected lexical blocks" [13]. 

The above list is afflicted by a certain mix of different lexical groupings, which is 

characteristic of many contemporary works, cf.: the term"field"is often used undifferentiated, along 

with the terms "lexical and semantic group"and"thematic group of words".Explaining the essence of 

such terminological uncertainty, D. Ishchuk notes that"this is the problem of correlation of the 

concept and word meaning, the problem of designing extralinguistic relations and relations between 

objects and phenomena on the lexical system of language, where exist their own, internal, 

intralinguistic relations and correlations" [11]. That is, since there are no clear criteria for 

determining the “lexical and semantic field”, “lexical and semantic group”, “thematic group”, their 

theoretical and practical distinction belongs to the actual aspects of Modern Ukrainian linguistics, in 

particular linguostilistics. 

In Modern Ukrainian linguostilistics the terms “lexical and semantic field” (LSF) and“lexical 

and semantic group” (LSG)correlateas a broader and narrower concept. 

LSG – is systematized wordgrouping due to the presence of immanent ties of the lexical 

meaning.Its components are unitedby a semantic invariant and are differentiated by a differential 

component (seme or semes). 

That is, LSG is a fragment of LSF structured according to the principles of the semantic 

field, but differs from it with a certain limitation and relative isolation (V.Krasavina, O. 

Petrushenko).In general, the issue of the correlation of LSPF and LSG is solved in the perspective of 

hyper-hyponymic relationships. 

In the context of the field approach, LSGs are considered as microfields within the LSP, 

since the meanings of the LSP elements are united by an integrative generic seme, and the meanings 

of the LSG elements are distinguished due to one of the aspective semes. 

The interpretation of LSG is advanced by A. Buriachok. He points out that there are relations 

between LSG components of synonymy, antonymy, specification, differentiation of close and 

adjacent meanings, etc. [6]. 

The systematization of modern views on the nature and criteria for the isolation of LSG 

shows several typological characteristics:1) the presence of core (basic, main) and peripheral 

subgroups (Yu. Apresian); 2) allocation within the LSG, depending on its specific content 

characteristics of paradigmatic rows (semantic rows, paradigms and sub-paradigms) with generic-

species or species-specific types of relations; 3) the presence of several "stylistic layers" in the 

structure of LSGs (N. Mekh). 

A broader variant of vocabulary unity is the thematic group (TG), which is formed 

"according to the content of the signified concepts, that is, by topics and spheres of usage, almost 

irrespective of the relation of the words to each other by their meaning" [13, 5]. Units are not 

assigned to a certain TG like to LSF.  The assignment to TG is based on the classification of the 
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objects and phenomena themselves, taking into account the denotative meaning and the common 

features of the phenomena of reality, but not of the lexical and semantic relations (F. Filin, 

L.Lysychenko, L.Vasyliev). Generally, the components of TG "are united by a typical situation or 

topic, but a common identifying (core) seme is not required for them" [7], that is, the nature of their 

relationship is extralinguistic. 

According to F. Filin, theisolation TG, their component content depend on: the level of 

knowledge of the nation as the creator and language bearer, the ability of the nation to classify the 

phenomena of realitythat have dictionary naming units. 

Elaborating the issues of structuring and hierarchy of TG, D. Shmelov states that this 

systemic vocabulary grouping is based on the objects and phenomena classification and is 

subdivided into smaller units (fields, LSG). 

V. Kodukhov considers that TG has the distributive feature – is formed by units of different 

parts of the language, because the dominant status reserved by the nouns, in which the denotative 

component prevails over the significative one. LSG and TG are correlated to LSF as part of its 

structure. Through them, the semantic fields overlap each other, forming the integral structures. 

Improvement and advancement of the field structuring technique produced a terminological 

specification of concepts connected to the practical application of the appropriate methodology. This 

manifested itself in the designation of the concept of microfield - "lexical and semantic unity, in 

which the core is expressed by a word with partial meaning in comparison to the core [..]. Being a 

part of the field, the microfieldis semantically and structurally subordinated to it”[2, 45]. According 

to L. Vasyliev, the term field is correlatedto the notion of lexical and semantic group in generic-

speciesrelations, as general corresponds to specific [7]. A lexical semantic group is understood as a 

set of words that belong to one part of speech and can be combined based on of a word, by a 

common seme in other words, to that one word: on a common lexical and semantic concept 

expressed in all words (e.g. bird names); on a distinctive feature (in the very name); lexical unities 

with homogeneous, juxtaposed meanings, reflecting the specific language phenomenon, 

predetermined by the progress of historical development; a class of words belonging to a part of 

speech having the sufficiently general integral semantic component (or components) and typical 

specifying (differential) components, as well as those components characterized by similar 

combinability and wide range of functional equivalence and regular multiplicity, have rather logical 

or conceptual character, than the linguistic one. 

It is common knowledge, thata word is an element of a field, it may be monosemantic or a 

lexical and semantic variant of a polisemantic word. The integral feature, within the semantic 

structure of the word, may not be present in all its variants. So, we can speak about two types of 

fields in the lexical and semantic system: 1) lexical (denotative, thematic, onomasiological, subject-

conceptual); 2) lexical and semantic (paradigmatic). In each semantic row of the lexical and 

semantic system there is a semantic field - the interconnected lexical units, each of which is 

characterized by a common concept. LF, which unites words on a subject-conceptual basis, the 

invariant of which is an extralinguistic phenomenon (denotatum or denotata, significatum or 

plurality of them), and which data are organized on the center - periphery principle [2, 4], as well as 

LSF that is specific in nature and integrates directly words that have paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

characteristics. 

Studies of linguists have shown that the main properties characterizing the SF are: the 

relationship of its elements (words or their individual lexical and semantic variants); the systemic 

nature of these connections; the interdependence and definiteness of the field elements, that emerge 

from its internal arrangement; relative autonomy of the field, which is expressed in its integrity; the 

continuity of the namingof its semantic space and the interrelation of semantic fields throughout the 

dictionary. 

The methodology of the vocabulary division into lexical and semantic fields (LSF) through 

field structures has been thoroughly elaborated, in the process of the language system studying. It 

helps to fix in the language a sufficiently limited fragment of reality. 
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The term field in this study means: 1) field is an inventory of elements that are linked by 

systemic relationships; 2) the elements forming the field have semantic unity and perform a 

common function in the language; 3) the field has a special structure (the core, the periphery), which 

is characterized by the maximum concentration of features in the core and the incomplete set of 

these features with the possible weakening of their intensity at the periphery. The core constituents 

are the most specialized for performance of the field function. These are the obligatory members of 

the field and are the most frequent. The boundary between the core and the periphery, as well as 

between the zones of the field, is unclear. LSGs are paragon field structures, since the gradation of 

the periphery zones is specified on the example of various types ofLSGs; 4)field constituents may 

belong to the core of one field and to the periphery of another field or several fields; 5) different 

fields overlap, forming gradual transition zones, according to the law of the field organization of the 

language system. The LSF integrates the meanings of the word-elements of the horizontal structure 

of the language system. 

An invariant in LSF is an abstract general semantic word system that varies with field 

constituents, which in their turn vary one another and is defined as a series of paradigmatically 

related words that share a semantic feature and differ in, at least, one differential feature. 

Depending on the degree of abstraction of the name of the lexical and semantic field, there 

are two types of LSFs, namely: a) grammatically homogeneous fields based on the part of speech 

grouping, their constituents belong to one specific part of speech and are grouped only because of 

the similarity of their part of speech semantics. 

The studies of verb, noun [16; 17], adjective [18] fields, etc. are especially popular among 

the first field type. Scholar Yu. Apresian emphasizes on the role of invariant meaning, which 

integrates words of different parts of speech into one LSP [2]. 

L. We is gerber acknowledges that LSFis formed by means of the words of different parts of 

speech, which are related to each other by both semantic and word-forming correlations. R. Haisyna 

considers inter-parts of speech semantic fields the largest units of the lexical and semantic language 

system, which promote the semantic systematization of grammatically heterogeneous material [10, 

23].Since LSF is characterized by the constant homogeneity of units, therefore, polisemantic words 

must differ in their conceptual affiliation to different fields. Therefore, the working lexical unit is the 

lexical and semantic variant (LSV) as an elementary unit that does not exist in the language in 

isolation. LSV connected to a relatively stable relationship and constantly interacting within the 

LSF. Being a lexical microsystem, LSF is also endowed with autonomy, independency in the lexical 

and semantic language system [5, 77]; integrity, completeness [9] and specificity in different 

languages. Thesaurus dictionaries reflect the systematization of the vocabulary, distinguished on a 

conceptual basis, into LSFs. 

The classification of words in this approach is a logical type of word grouping because it 

reflects the human epistemic logic. 

The logical and linguistic aspects of the structure of semantic fields are analysed in the works 

of Yu. Karaulov, who notes that the lexical-semantic field is a capacious concept, in which the main 

problems become entangled and are solved by lexicology (synonymy, antonymy, polysemy), and 

problems of correlation of word and concept. The study of lexical fields using a logical or linguistic 

approach alone is inefficient [11]. Thus, LSF is a complex organic entity capable of relative self-

development; it is an element of the linguistic picture of the world (hierarchical structural unity of 

interconnected and interdependent lexical elements, endowed with a common semantic feature that 

reflects the conceptual, presentational or functional similarity of the defined phenomena);itis a way 

of reflecting the system of the dictionary compilation; it is a dynamically developing system linked 

to the semantic fields of a particular language. 

The fact that lexical and semantic fields in vocabulary cause the greatest differences of 

interpretations is explained, on the one hand, by the presence of weaknesses in the theory of the 

semantic field itself, and, on the other, by difficulties emerging in the study of the systemic and 

structural organization of the language vocabulary. Undeniable fact that the lexical and semantic 
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field is a structural unit of the lexical level and one of the manifestations of paradigmatic relations in 

the vocabulary. 

 Thus, since the purpose of the field approach is to establish linguistic semantic functions 

embedded in the linguistic system that convey semantic differences in different communicative 

situations, and the degree of participation of morphological and lexical categories in the 

transmission of "new" semantic, previously not found oppositions. This also enablesto take into 

account the provisions on the significant role of content in relation to the form, on the great activity 

of content in the process of development of phenomena, as well as the possibility of some mutual 

influence of form and content. The field approach successfully realizes all possibilities of systematic 

study of language material, clearly defines the criteria of analysis. The specificity of the lexical and 

semantic system is that it is conditioned by the categories of the material world, social factors. 

Changes in vocabulary are manifested in the loss of meaningful parts of obsolete words, the 

appearance of new words, rethinkingand the formation of new meanings in already known words. 

This process is in constant progress that is why we can speak about the openness and special 

mobility of the lexical composition, the signs of transitions happening within the lexical system and 

subjected to its internal laws and organization. 

Therefore, the purpose of field structuring is to identify and stratify vocabulary that covers a 

certain conceptual sphere and to identify the core components of this system, to establish semantic 

links between its components, and between this field and other fields.The field method is recognized 

as one of the most productive for the systematic representation of units of different language levels - 

phonetic, lexical and phraseological, syntactic, semantic. In addition to the already mentioned 

theoretical field subdivision modern researchers distinguish between grammatical, morphosemantic, 

syntagmatic, as well as associative fields, formed by combining word-associates around a word-

stimulus. 

Further studies will be devoted to the implementation of the field method for the inter-level, 

functional study of linguistic phenomena, which determines the separation of functional and 

semantic fields. 
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ФОРМУВАННЯ ЛЕКСИЧНОЇ КОМПЕТЕНЦІЇ СТУДЕТІВ ВНЗ В ПРОЦЕСІ 

ВИВЧЕННЯ ДИСЦИПЛІНИ «УКРАЇНСЬКА МОВА ЗА ПРОФЕСІЙНИМ 

СПРЯМУВАННЯМ» 

Прокопович Л.C. 

 

FORMATION OF LEXICAL COMPETENCE OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN THE 

PROCESSOF STUDYING OF THE DISCIPLINE "UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE FOR 

PROFESSIONAL" 

Prokopovych Lidia 

 

У статті розглянуто особливості формування лексичної компетенції студентів 

ВНЗ в процесі вивчення дисципліни « Українська мова за професійним спрямуванням». 

Частково описано зміст програми з «Української мови за професійним спрямуванням»  

Міністерства науки  і науки України, названо найновіші посібники з цієї дисципліни. 

Висвітлено мету і завдання. З’ясовано, що важливе значення  має лексична компетентність 

майбутніх спеціалістів, що пов’язано з фаховою спрямованістю навчання майбутніх 

психологів, економістів, менеджерів, вчителів і т.д. названо найважливіші  лексичні 

джерела, на які можуть посилатися студенти  в процесі вивчення дисципліни» «Українська 

мова за професійним спрямуванням». 

 Ключові слова: лексична компетенція, іншомовні лексика, калька, синоніми 

пароніми. 

  

The article deals with the peculiarities of the formation of lexical competence of university 

students in the process of studying the discipline "Ukrainian language for professional direction". 

The content of the program on "Ukrainian language for professional direction" of the 

Ministry of Science and Science of Ukraine is partially described, and the latest manuals in this 

discipline are named. Purpose and objectives are outlined. It is found that the lexical competence of 

future specialists is important, which is related to the professional orientation of future 

psychologists, economists, managers, teachers, etc. named the most important lexical sources that 

students can refer to in the course of studying the discipline "Ukrainian language for professional 

orientation". 

 Rules for the use of borrowed vocabulary are formulated and certain warning are used 

when using the words of the same synonym, since the words synonyms often require an accent in 

different terms. Definitely, that calculating is one way of enriching the vocabulary of a language. 

However, in many cases, it causes a lexical language impairment. It is found that the proximity of 
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